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1. Introduction

Different authors have studied the influence of beverages in the restorative materials color [1, 2]. Several dark beverages have been studied, including red wine [3–5], black tea [6–9], coffee [1, 6, 8–10], carbonated drinks [1, 8, 9], and natural juices [4, 5, 11]. Bleaching agents, such as hydrogen and carbamide peroxide, can successfully remove the stains generated by dark beverages in composite resins [3, 7, 8, 10, 12]. However, researches had also showed that bleaching could affect the roughness [10, 13, 14] and hardness [15–18] of the surface of dental resin composite. It would be expected that during dental bleaching the staining potential of the surface would increase; on the other hand some studies have shown that the exposure to dark beverages during bleaching does not affect the bleaching result [3, 7, 8, 10, 12].

In Peru several beverages that are made from native products are consumed daily. One of them is chicha morada, a dark nonalcoholic beverage originated in the Andes [19]. Chicha morada is one of the most consumed beverages in the country [19]. It is usually made by boiling Culli/Ckolli type purple corn (Zea mays indurata) [20] with different ingredients: pineapple, cinnamon, clove, lemon, and sugar. However, there are no studies about the effect of purple corn in the color of resin composites.

The present study aims to evaluate the staining susceptibility of a composite resin during and after bleaching with 35% hydrogen peroxide immersed daily in a purple corn based beverage.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Specimen Preparation. Thirty disk-shaped specimens were made of a nanofill resin composite (Filtek Z350 XT, 3M ESPE, Saint Paul, EEUU), A2 body shade. Specimens were built up in one increment (2 mm) into a metal mold (7 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness). The mold and the material were then covered with Mylar strips on top and bottom and
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Table 1: Groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Samples exposed to purple corn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Bleached samples exposed to purple corn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Samples exposed to green tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>Bleached samples exposed to green tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Samples exposed to distilled water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>Bleached samples exposed to distilled water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

placed between two glass slides. Finger pressure was then applied to extrude excess material. The composite resin was then light-cured with a LED unit (Valo®, Ultradent, South Jordan, EEUU) for 20 s with a light intensity of 1000 mW/cm². Intensity was checked with a radiometer (Demetron LED Radiometer, Kerr, Orange, EEUU). Distance between the LED unit and the specimen was standardized by 1 mm glass slide. Then all specimens were stored in distilled water at room temperature.

Specimens were divided into six groups (n = 5): purple corn without bleaching (P), purple corn with bleaching (PB), green tea without bleaching (T), green tea with bleaching (TB), distilled water without bleaching (W), and distilled water with bleaching (WB) (Table 1).

2.2. Staining Substances. Standardized proportions were used for preparing the staining substances. For the purple corn based beverage, two purple corncobs were boiled for 10 minutes in 500 mL of distilled water. And for green tea, one tea bag was boiled for five minutes in 250 mL of distilled water (a cup) [8]. In both cases the pigmenting substances were allowed to cool until room temperature.

2.3. Staining Procedure. Specimens were daily immersed in 20 mL of the staining solutions (purple corn based beverage, green tea, or distilled water) for 30 minutes at room temperature in a container; the staining procedure was performed during the whole study during 35 days. After the staining procedure, the specimens were washed with distilled water and then stored in labeled containers with distilled water and held at room temperature during the study.

2.4. Bleaching Procedure. Bleaching was performed applying a 35% hydrogen peroxide bleaching agent (Whiteness HP Maxx, FGM, Joinville, Brazil) on the sample surface. Two sessions were performed, with one-week interval between sessions. In each session the bleaching agent was applied twice for 15 minutes each. After each application the gel bleaching agent was removed, washed with distilled water, and stored in distilled water until other procedures.

2.5. Color Measurement. Color specimens were measured with a digital spectrophotometer (VITA Easyspace Advance 4.0, VITA Zahnfabrik, Bad Säckingen, Germany). Following the manufacturer instructions, a calibration with a B1 color block was performed before beginning the readings. The measurements were performed at the same hour of the day in the same room against a white background [7]; a silicon mold was made to standardize the angle of measurement. The specimens were dried with absorbent paper before the reading.

The color difference (ΔE) values were recorded as given by the digital spectrophotometer. The \( L^* \) (lightness), \( a^* \) (negative values: green; positive values: red), \( b^* \) (negative values: blue; positive values: yellow) values were also recorded.

Three measurements were performed for each specimen in seven different times: T0—control (before the first session of bleaching), T1—after the first session of bleaching, T2—before the second session of bleaching, T3—after the second session of bleaching, T4—1 week, T5—2 weeks, and T6—4 weeks.

2.6. Statistical Analysis. For statistical analysis, color measurement differences among the obtained results were used: T3–T0 (during bleaching), T6–T3 (after bleaching), and T6–T0 (during + after bleaching). The differences were analyzed using the statistical software BioStat v5. Two-way ANOVA was used to compare the color changes in the resins of all groups (\( p < 0.05 \)). Multiple comparisons of data were analyzed with Tukey post hoc test.

3. Results

In this study all evaluated beverages decreased the ΔE of dental composite resins (Figure 1(a)). The exposure to purple corn caused major statistically significant color differences when compared with green tea and distilled water regardless of the bleaching agent exposure (\( p < 0.05 \)). During the first week of exposure to different beverages the purple corn caused the largest decrease of ΔE, followed by PB (\( p < 0.05 \)); however, after a month of exposure there were no significant differences in the decrease of ΔE in both groups. There were no significant differences in the decrease of ΔE between groups exposed to green tea and distilled water regardless of the bleaching agent exposure (Table 2).

Regarding the lightness results (\( L^* \)), all substances evaluated decreased \( L^* \) of the evaluated composite resin (Figure 1(b)). Purple corn and green tea generated statistically significant differences compared to distilled water (\( p < 0.05 \)). During the first week of exposure (bleaching exposure) the exposure to purple corn generated the major decrease of lightness (\( p < 0.05 \)); however, after one month of exposure to the substances there were no significant differences in the decrease of \( L^* \) between groups exposed to purple corn and green tea, regardless of the use of the bleaching agent. There were no significant differences in the decrease of \( L^* \) in the control group with or without bleaching (Table 2).

When evaluating \( a^* \) (negative values: green; positive values: red), it was found that all evaluated substances increased \( a^* \) of composite resins (Figure 1(c)). Green tea exposure caused a greater increase in \( a^* \). However, there are no statistically significant differences compared to distilled water or purple corn. During the bleaching there was a greater increase in \( a^* \) in groups exposed to bleaching agent; however, after one month of exposure to the beverages there were no significant differences in the increase of \( a^* \) among any groups.
The increase of $a^*$ was lower when exposed to distilled water (Table 2).

Finally, $b^*$ values were evaluated (negative values: blue; positive values: yellow), all evaluated substances decreased $b^*$ of the evaluated composite resin (Figure 1(d)). Purple corn beverage caused statistically significant differences compared to green tea and distilled water ($p < 0.05$). During the bleaching the group exposed to purple corn generated the higher decrease, followed by the PB group ($p < 0.05$); however, after a month of exposure to the beverages there were no significant differences between both groups. There were no significant differences between the decrease of $b^*$ and the groups exposed to green tea and distilled water, regardless of whether it was exposed to the bleaching agent or not (Table 2).

4. Discussion

The results demonstrated that all the tested beverages produced changes in color of the evaluated composite resin, regardless of the bleaching procedure.

Composites are susceptible to staining when exposed to different beverages [11]. It has been found that the beverages with the highest potential of staining are red wine [3–5], black tea [6–9], and coffee [1, 6, 8–10]. There are also reports of color change produced by the exposure to carbonated drinks [1, 8, 9] and juices such as guaraná [8], grape [8], and açai [11].

The composition of dental composites resins can promote staining. Composite resins have dimethacrylate monomers such as bisphenol A (Bis-EMA) [11] and triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) [5, 21]; studies show that when the ratio of these components is increased the composite resins become stained more quickly. Both monomers are found in Filtek Z350 XT, which is the composite resin used in this study. Furthermore, it has been shown that nanofill resins, such as Filtek Z350 XT, have more staining potential compared to microhybrid and nanohybrid resins [5]; this may be explained because their particles are easily lost due to their size, creating spaces, which are deposit sites for pigments. The filler particles are detached as a result of the hydrolysis,
generating an increase of opacity and change of appearance of the dental composite resin [22].

This study aims to evaluate the in vitro effect of the exposure to a purple corn beverage on the color of a bleached dental composite resin. This study only assessed the effect of the Andean purple corn, the main ingredient of the popular drink “chicha morada.” This beverage is prepared by mixing the purple corn with other ingredients, such as lemon and sugar [19], that could affect the results of the present study. Further studies should analyze the effect of these beverages in the dental composite resin.

The effect of staining with “chicha morada” (or purple corn) on dental composites has not been studied. In this study we found that the purple corn beverage was the drink that generated the higher color changes (∆E). These results are explained because purple corn has a pigment called anthocyanin [20]; depending on the pH of the beverage it turns red, purple, or blue [11]. Other beverages that contain anthocyanin are blueberries, red grapes, red wine, and acai [5]. According to the literature one of the drinks that cause the greatest pigmentation is red wine (fermented drink made from grape juice). This increased pigmentation may be explained due to the presence of alcohol [5] and low pH [3]; this could degrade the surface becoming more susceptible to stains [3]. Acai is a fruit from Brazil consumed in juices, just as “chicha morada.” Different authors have found that the composites had lower pigmentation when exposed to acai, when compared with coffee [11] and red wine [5].

During this study we used the VITA Easyshade Advance 4.0 digital spectrophotometer (VITA, Germany). The use of spectrophotometers reduces failures in the visual measurement method [23] because this may be affected by age, sex, skill, and psychological conditions of the individual who performs it [24]. Studies had found that the use of spectrophotometers improves by 33% the accuracy and helps obtaining objective results in 93.3% of cases [25]. We should note that the color of the composite resin samples used in this study was A2 according to the manufacturer but when initial measures were registered by the digital spectrophotometer a B3 color was obtained. Although different manufacturers use the same nomenclature, it is common to find different shades in resins.

It is important to evaluate the changes in ∆E; however it is also important to analyze the changes in the different dimensions of color because this will help us understand what is really changing in the surface of the composite [26]. In this study, L* decreased after exposure to purple corn beverage, implying that composite resins became darker. Also we found a greater b* decrease; this means that resins became bluer.

In this study, composite resins exposed to purple corn beverage had a difference in ∆E of more than 5. According to Ruyter et al. 1987, this is a human eye perceptible change, since ∆E changes under 3.3 are not perceptible to the human eye [27]. However, exposure to purple corn during bleaching (T3–T0) had no detectable changes, compared to the group exposed to purple corn without bleaching during the same period of evaluation. This is similar to other studies that show that staining beverages do not affect the composite staining susceptibility during dental bleaching [3, 7, 8, 10]. It is worth mentioning that similar values were found in both groups when evaluating the total difference after exposure to purple corn for a month and a half.

Regarding the green tea, no statistically significant differences in color (∆E) compared with distilled water were found; in both cases changes were not clinically detectable (∆E less than 3.3). When evaluating the different color dimensions we found that L* (brightness) and b* (turned slightly blue) decreased, although b* presents lower changes compared to exposure to purple corn. A greater statistically significant variation of a* was observed; this means the composite became more red.

Black tea is considered one of the beverages with higher pigmentation effect on composite resins [6–9]. However, there are not many articles about the effect of green tea on the color of a composite resin. Green tea consumption has increased over the years because of its higher level of antioxidants [28] and it can be also consumed at room temperature and cold, like “chicha morada.” Tan et al., 2015, also compared the effects of different beverages, concluding that coffee generally produced the worst stains, followed by red wine and green tea. According to Tan et al., the change of ∆E generated by green tea was not perceptible and L* and a* decreased and b* increased [1].

In the control group there were changes in ∆E of the evaluated composite resin, even when it was not exposed to any pigmenting agents. These changes were not clinically detectable; this can be explained due to more water sorption in the first 7 days [29], and this explains why the reduction of ∆E stabilizes. When we evaluate the effect of dental bleaching in different dimensions of color, we find higher a* values in all the bleaching groups; this means the composite becomes more red. However, all of these changes were not perceptible.

Stains can be observed clinically in dental tissue and restorative materials. Bleaching with hydrogen or carbamide peroxide [30] has been demonstrated to be effective for

| Table 2: Media of ∆E, L*, a*, and b* at different times among groups. |
|-----------------|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|                | PB | P  | TB | T  | WB | W  |
| ∆E T3–T0     | −2.9A | −2.0C | −1.9C | −1.7D | −1.6C |
| L* T3–T0     | 1.0A | 0.9B | 1.0C | 0.7D | 0.9AC | 0.3BC |
| a* T6–T0     | 1.6A | 1.4AB | 2.0AC | 1.9AC | 1.2AB | 0.7D |
| b* T6–T0     | −2.0A | −1.0B | −0.4C | −0.5C | −0.4C | −0.9C |

Data followed by different letters at the horizontal are statistically significantly different by Tukey test (p < 0.05). * indicates clinically unacceptable value (∆E > 3.3). PB: purple corn + bleaching; P: purple corn; TB: green tea + bleaching; T: green tea; WB: distilled water + bleaching; W: distilled water; T3–T0: during bleaching; T6–T3: after bleaching; and T6–T0: during + after bleaching.
removing staining of red wine [3], black tea [7, 8], and coffee [3, 8, 10] from composite resin restorations.

Few studies evaluate the effect of bleaching agents in composite resins, each having different methodology [8]. The diverse methodologies used to evaluate color make it difficult to do comparisons; therefore further studies should be conducted with standardized methodology. Four of the reviewed studies evaluated the effect of bleaching in composite resins by pigmenting the resins with different beverages (coffee [3, 8, 10], black tea [7, 8], red wine [3], or a soft drink [8]) and then evaluate the effect of different bleaching agents. Çelik et al. evaluated the susceptibility to pigmentation after bleaching by applying 20% carbamide peroxide first for 8 days and then pigmenting the composite with black tea or coffee for 30 days, finding that both substances had the same pigmentation susceptibility regardless of whether the composite underwent dental bleaching or not [6]; although scientific evidence reports changes in microhardness and roughness of the composite resin surface after bleaching, that may make us expect higher pigmentation in bleached composite resin. These results are similar to the findings in this study, where a similar methodology was used in-office agent (35% hydrogen peroxide).

5. Conclusions

Within the limitations of this in vitro study, all beverages (purple corn, green tea, and distilled water) generated color changes in the evaluated composite resin. Exposure to purple corn beverage was the only beverage that generated pigmentation noticeable to the human eye in restorations based on composite resin. Exposure to purple corn beverage during bleaching procedure with 35% hydrogen peroxide generates color changes, but this change is not perceptible to the human eye.

Clinical Relevance

Patients with composite restorations should avoid “chicha morada” because of its higher staining susceptibility.
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